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I.

I n t r o d u c t o r y REMARKS

The issue of equality in a state o f illegality frequently recurs in international
investment practicel but has rarely surfaced in international investment arbitrations. The
Award and Separate Opinion in 7hiinderbird v. The United Mexican States2 are to some
extent exceptional in this sense. In this case a foreign corporation (Thunderbird) and a
national one (Guardina) operating gaming facilities were both allegedly in violation o f
certain Mexican gambling regulations.3 While the domestic investor had continuing
success to fend off any attempts by the respective authority (SECOB) to interfere with its
business, the foreign investor was less fortunate. lt appears that it, although equipped
with a comfort letter by SEGOB stating that it was not violating national gambling laws
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in the manner it conducted its business, faced enforcement actions considerably more
intense and focused, which could raise the impression that some discriminatory elements
were actually present.4
It is with such kind o f situation in mind that I refer in this short article to the issue
o f equality in a state o f illegality. Leaving the lowlands o f the actual case behind and
putting the subject-matter o f t h e article in more abstract terms, one can depict the area
under discussion as follows: a band o f investors, one foreign and the others domestic,
in comparable circumstanceS5 are all in violation of the same national rule. This state
of affairs lasts for some time until the m o m e n t the host State decides suddenly to act.
The host State, however, chooses to take steps only against one o f the investors,
which happens to be the foreign one, but turns a blind eye on all or almost all of the
domestic investors or lacks the same energy in enforcing the given rule against the
latter.6 In consequence, the foreign investor suffers severe financial losses or even falls
bankrupt.
In such a situation, local remedies may not have been readily available or
meaningful, or were pursued without any success.' The foreign investor might be
tempted to turn to international investment arbitration based on a bilateral investment
treaty (BIT) or any other comparable legal instrument. But how promising will such an
undertaking b e - r e c a l l i n g the fact that the foreign investor finds itself in breach of
national regulations and, at first sight, the host State merely seeks to re-establish a state
o f lawfulness? Blanking out all the uncertainties generally involved in an investment
arbitration, this article wants to narrow the focus on the interaction and collision of two
legal principles which might, if one is prepared to follow the solution suggested in this
article, essentially decide the investor's fate in such a situation. O n the one hand, there
is the principle of non-discrimination, to be found, inter alia, in national,8 most-favoured4 7hunderbird v. Mexico (Separate Opinion), paras. 107 et seq. A question different from the one considered
here is the issue of whether a bilateral investment treaty (BIT) is meant to help parties which arc legally unskilful in
local court proceedings to receive an additional chance in an international investment arbitration just because they
are foreign.
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